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The context
The geographical limits of ‘Bengal’ included much larger area than the present day Bangladesh

and West Bengal put together.  After the Turkish rule was extended in this region during the
thirteen century, the region was fully adjusted and well incorporated in the administrative set-up of
Delhi Sultanate. Historians of Delhi sultanate like Minhaj-al Siraj Juzjani, Amir Khusru, and Ibn-e
Batuta have visited the area, and have provided important first hand information about the land and
the people. Numerous families of migrates from Central Asia and Khurasan have also settled in the
region in spite of supposedly inhospitable ‘ecological condition’. These families of the migrants
have introduced the elements of ‘Islamic culture’ and have also established the centers for the
dissemination of ‘Islamic knowledge’. Going by the details provided by Muhammad Mohar Ali in,
History of the Muslims of Bengal,1  we come across numerous works of theology; law and
literature were compiled in Arabic by some of these migrant members of the newly settled families.

It seems that the region has imbibed the elements of Islamic culture very fast in every manner.
It is interesting to see that Bengal Sultans, often acknowledged the supremacy of the Abbasid
Caliphs of Baghdad by adopting the titles as Yemeen khalifat –ullah and Nasir ul Amir ul Mominin.2

Similarly, we notice that some names of the old administrative units/divisions and even the cities
have undergone a total make over; now these units and the cities were re-Christened with new
Arabic and Persian names. Whether, these new names found local acceptability over the period of

Bengal became a part of the Sultanate of the Delhi during the 13th century itself. Soon after numerous
families of the migrants and administrators came from Khurasan and Central Asia, who made Bengal
a part of the larger Islamic East. Along with the institutions of governance and ruling apparatus, they
also created the institutions of higher learning and Centers of Sufi activities.  On its part, the State
liberally supported these individuals/institutions established by them with the land and the cash
grants. The Greco-Arabic tradition of learning was well established in the region by the 15th century.
The impact of this new tradition on the local culture was so great that Arabic script was adopted for
writing Bengali language. The Colonial administration of the East India Company treated this class
of revenue grantees in a very hostile manner, especially during the infamous inam Commission (A.D
1828-1846). These proceedings resulted into the destruction of the Muslim institutions of higher
learning, and virtually sounded the death knell of the scholastic class of the Muslim ashrafiya. W.W.
Hunter has offered the most incriminating data of some of these colonial policies. Such evidence was
a huge embarrassment to the then British Colonial officials and even the modern apologists of the Raj.
The present study attempts an analysis of the fortunes of Buhar family, Baees Hazari and Shash Hazari
Waqfs at Pandua, on the basis on the limited data from the Colonial times. It has been argued that the
impact of the British rule in Bengal Presidency was definitely disastrous for the early ruling elite/class,
as well as for the Muslim institutions of higher scholarship and the numerous Sufi khanqah.
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time is a different matter, but in the official documentation, including in the village papers prepared
by the hereditary local officials, some of these names survived well till the present times3

As, the suba of Bengal was not under the zabt (measurement) during the 16th century hence,
there is no statistic as to the area under cultivation or under the Suyurgal (revenue free grants).
However, one can very well assume that large classes of the grantees have settled in almost all the
regions of Bengal during the pre-colonial times.  At least, simply by a look at the nomenclatures and
the place names of the administrative, and geographical units, this becomes quite clear. Apart from
these aspects of political and administrative integration of the region in the new system of governance,
we notice that the region was a home for the large section of the migrants’ literary elites. We notice
that the majority of inscriptions are found from the pre- colonial time in the region are either in pure
Arabic or  mixed- Persian.4

II
The Colonial intervention and the Intellectual tradition

Bengal was the region to have experienced the coming of the Europeans in the sixteenth century
itself; in fact Abul Fazal takes a note of their presence  in the port towns of  Chattagaon, Satgaon
and Hoogly. Following the battle of Buxar in AD 1764, the English East India Company also acquired
the diwani rights over the Mughal provinces of Bengal, Behar and Orissa. In this way the revenue
administration of the region passed on to them.  After the ‘infamous’ Plassey plunder and Murshidabad
‘loot’, a new system of revenue administration was devised by the Company officials. Now, they
worked for the ‘maximization’ of the land revenue demand and to ensure its continuous ‘collection’.
It became a corner stone of their policy. Hence, they completely altered the earlier agrarian structure.
In this scheme, the earlier revenue free grants were to become totally redundant and useless.

Having examined some data on the colonial policies vis-a-vis the sufi khanqah of Awadh5

and other institutions of higher learning in eastern India, including the Bengal Presidency, gave me
an opportunity to study the mindset of the colonial officials much prior to the witch hunt, which
became a hallmark and the corner stone of the British policies towards the Muslims, especially
after the Uprising of 18576 . The data provided by W.W. Hunter is especially important to point out
the early measures of the colonial officials, intended to exterminate the class of the ma’afidars
during the infamous In’am Commission (1828-1846). This had ultimately reduced not only an
important class of the Muslim elite, solely dependents on the revenue free grants, but also a class of
the professional bureaucrats (mainly kayasths), who had developed their expertise in Persian,
especially in the work of accountancy, letter writing (insha’) and maintaining of the official records.
At least the legacy of this class continued to survive in the family surnames like Majumdar, Qanungo
and Chaudhary etc., which points out to their being the holders of the bureaucratic positions in the
pre-colonial regimes.

The other important and equally scandalous aspect which has been documented by W.W.
Hunter relates to the embezzlement from the trust funds created by the Muslim elite for the specific
religious purposes, for which they appointed the colonial administration as their trustee, to ensure
the upkeep and maintenance of these institutions. The case of Hugli trust (as waqf of Haji Mohammad
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Mohsin was popularly known) was not an isolated event but we notice exactly the same policies
being pursued by the colonial authorities in Delhi. There is the case of one Syed Fazl‘Ali (d. 1829),
who created a trust for the promotion of ‘theological sciences and the promotion of Arabic- Persian
based studies’. The trustee died within a year of putting an amount of rupees 1, 70,000 for the
purpose. We find Syed Hamid Ali, son-in-law and the then trustee hauling the British administration
for the misuse of the funds and spending the proceeds of the funds for purposes, other than the one
for which the trust was created7 .

This is an interesting aspect, and needs to be highlighted to show that when some philanthropic
persons  created endowments for specific purposes and have placed them under the custodianship
of the English administration for better management, like the Hugli trust in Bengal and Madrasa
Ghaziuddin at Delhi, often the very purpose was defeated. In both the cases, we find that the
colonial administrators have blatantly belied the spirit of the trust. There have been complaints of
misappropriation of the funds, breach of trust and a total diversion of the funds for the purposes
other than the one indicated in the deed of the trust. The British administrators successfully blocked
all the efforts of the descendants of the original donors to set the things right. This was a part of a
deliberate ploy to make the older institutions of welfare redundant, perhaps to popularize such new
institutions, which had come up, under British patronage.
It appears that the British colonial authorities were quite conscious of the far reaching impact of
their policies on the fortunes of the erstwhile elite. Therefore, except perhaps for some references
in W.W. Hunter, we seldom come across any records or files related to the massive exercise
undertaken by the Inam Commission. Therefore, one does not come across any work in the recent
past ,8  taking any cognizance of this period which has been described by Hunter as the one which
has destroyed the entire Muslim ashrafiya of the Bengal Presidency in the first  half of the 19th

century.
Based on the limited data surviving in the official publications, one can undertake a study of some
aspects of the cultural and intellectual life of the Muslims in pre-colonial Bengal.The massive
collection of the manuscripts, the Buhar collection at the National Library Calcutta provides a
glimpse into the type of institutions maintained in such a remote part of the then Burdwan district9 .
Similarly, the Baees Hazari and Shash Hazari trusts at Pandua in the Malda division provide an
idea of some of the vast awqaf/trusts that existed during the pre-colonial times. It should be readily
acknowledged that these comments and observations are based on the limited, and even on
inadequate data coming mainly from the 2-3 districts of a vast region like Bengal. But the trends
are quite obvious and point out the shift from pre-colonial to colonial times for the maintenance of
Sufi shrines of Shaikh Noor QutbAlam (d.1410 A.D.), and the  chillagah of Shaikh Jalal
uddinTabrizi(d. 1225 A.D.),both located in close vicinity to each other at Pandua.

III
British Rule and the Muslims of Bengal

A larger question , which might be of some interest to us, is related to the immediate impact of
British rule in Bengal and for whom it was beneficial and on whose behalf W.W. Hunter accused
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the colonial administration for the misappropriation of scholastic funds etc. The huge waqf estates
which the Muslims  created for the advancement of education of the Muslims were treated by the
British officials in the most dishonest manner. He has cited the examples from the various districts
of Bengal showing the casual manner in which the English colonial officers treated such noble acts
of the Bengal Muhammadans10 . The example of Haji Mohammad Mohsin Trust is quoted by him
with all necessary details. To quote him:

‘In the district of Hughli way back in AD 1806 a wealthy Shia gentleman left a huge estate for
the pious uses. These uses were specified in the will he left which were related to the maintenance
of certain religious rites and ceremonies, repair and maintenance of the imambara, the burial ground
pensions for the beneficiaries and some religious establishments. As a result of the litigation between
the two branches of the family the government assumed the management of the estate appointing
itself as a trustee. Huge amount of money was wasted in the process and adding insult to injury,
was the attempt by the government to divert these funds for the establishment of an English college
(while the will was quite specific for the college for the poor Muslims)…’11

Hunter graphically describes further:
‘at the moment (i.e. 1871) the head of the college is an English gentleman ignorant
of a single word of Persian and Arabic who draws £1500 a year from  Muhammadan
religious endowment for teaching things hateful to every Musalman. It is not, of
course, his fault, but the fault of government which placed him there, and which
for thirty-five years has been deliberately misappropriating this great educational
fund. In vain, it attempted to cloak so gross a breach of trust, by attaching a
small Muhammadan school to the English college. Besides the misappropriation
of the accumulated fund in building the College, it annually diverted £5000 to its
maintenance. That is to say, out of an income of £5260, it devoted only £250 to
the little Muhammadan school which alone remained to bear witness to the
original character of the Trust…’12

Such multiple examples can be gleaned from the different districts of Bengal. In the other
regions of the Upper Gangetic valley, during the colonial times, the scenario was not very different.

W.W. Hunter in a detailed chapter titled: Wrongs of the Muhammadans under British Rule,
has given a graphic description of the manner in which the colonial administration has wrecked
havoc on the fortunes of the Muslim elite in Bengal and the manner in which the institutions imparting
indigenous education were systematically made redundant, in one of the regions of the subcontinent
with a sizeable Muslim presence. He says:

‘a hundred and seventy years ago it was almost impossible for a well-born
Musalman in Bengal to become poor; at present it is almost impossible for him to
continue rich…’ for the ‘army is now completely closed. No Muhammadan
gentleman of birth can enter our regiments…’ ‘Our action has brought ruin upon
Muhammadan houses of Bengal. We shut the Musalman aristocracy out of the
army because we believe that their exclusion was necessary to our safety...their
monopoly of judicial, political or in brief civil employ…’

But as a result of the policies of the government a situation arose where:
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‘there is now scarcely a govt. office in Calcutta in which a Muhammadan can
hope for any post above the rank of porter, messenger, filler of the inkpots and
mender of pens…’13

In fact Hunter has given complete statistics of the major departments of the government in
Bengal for AD 1871 and has shown the negligible number of Muslim employees as against the
European and Hindu employees. Similar was the situation in other secular professions like law
where the numbers of pleaders of the High court and the attorneys have declined over a period of
time; medicine which was never considered as a profession worthy of consideration by a high born
Muslim, but even in that profession Muslims were to be found very rarely.14  It has been pointed out
by Hunter that such exclusion had partially resulted due to the policy of discrimination practiced by
the government against the Muslims.  He quoted from a Gazette (the office of the Commissioner
Sunderbans) which clearly stated that: ‘the appointment would be given to none but the Hindus…’the
situation has turned so grim for the Muslim elite of the province that Hunter finally says that:

‘the Muhammadans have now sunk so low that even when qualified for
government employ, they are studiously kept out of it by govt. notifications.
Nobody takes any notice of their helpless condition, and the higher authorities
deign even to acknowledge their existence…’15

Commenting on the intellectual scenario of the country prior to colonial intervention, Hunter
quotes E C Bayley to the effect that:

‘(the Musalmans) …possessed a system of education which however inferior to
that which we have established was yet by no means to be despised; was
capable of affording a high degree of intellectual training and polish, was founded
on principle not wholly unsound, though presented in an antiquated form; and
which was infinitely superior to any other system of education then existing in
India- a system which secured to them an intellectual as well as a material
supremacy, and through the medium of which alone the Hindus could hope to fit
themselves for the smallest share of authority in their native country’.16

Hunter goes on to argue that for the first seventy five years of the colonial rule the previous
system was allowed to continue but after wards a new system of Public Instruction was enforced
which :

‘flung aside the old Muhammadan system, and the Musalman youth found
every avenue of public life closed in their faces…’17

He is quite frank in admitting that the system of public instructions created by the British was
quite unsuited to the Muslims and:

‘we have also denuded their own system (of public instruction) of the funds by
which it was formerly supported. Every great Musalman house in Bengal
maintained a scholastic establishment in which its sons and its poorer neighbours
received an education free of expense. As the Muhammadan families of the
province declined, such private institutions dwindled in numbers and in
efficiency…’18

                                                                        IV
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                            The ma’afis  and the ma’afidars  under the colonial regime
The Bengal Presidency at the time of colonial takeover had huge ma‘afi grants, meant to

support the religious institutions like the sufi khanqahs as well as the institutions of indigenous
learning. From the time of Warren Hastings in AD 1772 till AD 1828, it was deliberated in the
official circles to start the resumption proceedings and finally in 1828 the

‘lands held free by Musalmans or by Muhammadan foundations, special courts
were created, and during the next 18 years the whole province was overrun with
informers, false witnesses, and stern pale faced Resumption Officials…’ As a
result this gigantic exercise ‘an outlay of £ 800,000 upon resumption proceedings,
additional revenue of £ 300,000 a year was permanently gained by the state… a
large part…’19

The result of such policies was on the expected lines:
‘hundreds of ancient families were ruined, and the educational system of the
Musalmans which was almost entirely maintained by rent-free grants received
its death blow. The scholastic classes of the Muhammadans emerged from the
18 years of harrying, absolutely ruined…’

The resumption proceedings were fiercest at the beginning and after languishing for some
years were officially terminated by the government. in March 1846. But after a quarter century,
Hunter recalls:

‘the panic of those days is still remembered, and it has left to us a bitter legacy
of hatred. Since then a profession of man of learning, a dignified and lucrative
calling under the native rulers has ceased to exist in Bengal…’20

He further observed that from the days of Inam commission,and consequent…
‘resumptions the decay of Muhammadan system of education dates. The officers
now in charge of the Wahabi persecutions cite them as the second cause of the
alienation of the Musalman community in Bengal…’

The foregoing discussion is intended for having an idea that the impact of the British rule in
Bengal Presidency was definitely disastrous for the earlier ruling elite/class. They were thoroughly
marginalized in every field of public life due to the massive resumptions of the ma’afi grants.  By
and large the Muslim ashrafia has lost the opportunity for education. An expertise in the traditional
subjects was becoming quite redundant as far as the job prospects were concerned. The newly
established educational institutions were offering possibilities and newer opportunities in the new
setup. But unfortunately the erstwhile Muslim elite was quite slow in availing these opportunities,
an aspect on which much has been written and perhaps the debate is still going on21 .

V
Case Studies of some maa’fi establishments of Bengal

A general deterioration/decline in the fortunes of the Muslim landed elite and maa’fidars
under the British rule has been discussed in modern scholarship. However, one needs to examine
the impact of some of the colonial policies and the actual administrative measures of the authorities,
in relation to certain institutions to understand the scale at which these policies were successful in
rendering these institutions obsolete.
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Let’s examine the fortune of some of the large establishments, which existed since pre-
colonial times and continued into the colonial period. This will give us an idea of the intellectual
milieu existing of this region. I am conscious of the fact that the data base for this section is rather
limited, as I have yet to lay my hands on the original records and family documents. I must admit
the limitation of such a study, but even from the official data comprising of the English records,
report of settlement officer and Abid Ali’s Memoirs one can very well see the dominant trends in
relation to the colonial policies and these institutions as being symptomatic of the larger colonial
attitude towards the Muslims of Bengal.
A. Buhar Family: in the National Library of Calcutta, a huge collection of the manuscripts in
Arabic, Persian and Turkish exists in the Buhar Collections22 . The range of these works is multi-
faceted having a large collection of works on the history of the Islamic East and many biographies.
This is followed by the works on theology and law ,manuscripts of Islamic theology, prayer books
and invocations, Sufism and mystic philosophy; manuscripts of scientific subjects like arithmetic,
astronomy, medicines, compendia of science and encyclopedias.

As per the catalogue details, one Munshi Syed Sadruddin of Buhar in Burdwan district has
laid the foundation of a library at Buhar, during the time of the Mir Jafar the Nawab of Murshidabad.
He had served as the Mir Munshi of the Nawab and Warren Hastings, as well. Mughal Emperor
Shah Alam entrusted him the mutawalliship of the famous Baees Hazari waqf (the history of this
waqf will follow later). In addition to this library, he founded the famous Madrasa-e Jalalia at
Buhar. The importance of this seminary can be gauged from the fact that it was headed by no
lesser person than Mulla Abdul Ali Bahrul Ulum (d. AD 1810), the son and the successor of Mulla
Nizamuddin of Firangi Mahal (d. 1748), the founder of the famous curriculum for the Indian madrasa
system known as Dars-e Nizami. It is of some interest to point out that when the conditions were
not conducive for the continuation of the Firangi  Mahal Madrasa at Lucknow under the Nawabi
regime, Bahrul Ulum was forced to move out of Lucknow, went to Shahjahanpur, under the
patronage of the Rohilla Chieftains. When Rohilkhand was finally annexed by the then nawab-
wazir with the British support in A.D. 1774, he, along with his eleven hundred students were
invited by the Buhar family to continue teaching at their madrasa.

This Madrasa e Jalalia at Buhar, soon acquired fame far and wide, scholars and students
started enrolling themselves at this seminary. We know for certain that the famous Chishti sufi at
Delhi Maulana Fakhruddin (A.H. 1199/1785 A.D.) was at this madrasa for about two years to
study the texts like Mussallam ,Hashiya-e  qadeema and Tafsir-e Baizawi for which he could
not find a  person of the stature of Bahrul Uloom at Delhi.  We are told that the entire expenditure
of this madrasa and that of the library was met by of the revenue from the Baees   Hazari waqf.23

It appears that the members of Buhar family were also men of letters and the scholors  as
well.  Also the last representative of the family (about whom we know from this catalogue, another
Maulavi Sadruddin Ahmad d. 1905) was himself a scholar of some repute as numerous manuscripts
in this collection bear out his comments and marginal notes, which show how attentively he was
perusing these books. He has been credited to have written the biography of the Prophet, Rawayat-
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e Mustafa and has brought out a critical edition of Imam Nasai’s al-Khasais. Last but not the
least, as the publication of Allama Shibli Nomani’s(d.1914) Al-Farooq (the history of the reign of
the Second Caliph of the Rashidun period) led to some contentions among the Muslim elite, perhaps
Maulavi Sadruddin wrote Al-Murtaza in reply to this work (yet to be published).

Fortunately, for the scholars the holdings of this library were transferred to the National Library
of Calcutta way back in 1905, but we know nothing about the fortunes of such an illustrious family
who not only enjoyed a huge maafi grant, but was also well connected during the Nizamat and
early British period. What happened to the madrasa and the other institutions the family used to
maintained out of the revenues from Baees Hazari Waqf? Perhaps a perusal of the family history
(whether any of these survived?), government records and the files of Inam Commission could tell
us about the colonial policies vis-a vis the institutions of higher learning during the pre-colonial
times.
B. The Baees Hazari and Shash Hazari waqf at Pandua, Malda

The extensive and magnificent architectural remains of the earlier times in the present sub
division of Pandua in the Malda district testify to the importance of the place during the pre-colonial
times. It is the home of the massive structures of Eklakhi Masjid, Sona Masjid which are
protected monuments of the State’s Archeological Department. Pandua boasts of having two major
Sufi institutions; the dargah of Shaikh Noor QutbeAlam (d.1410) and his family , known as Shash
Hazari Trust (popularly known as the Choti Dargah ) and the Chillahgah of the legendary
Shaikh Jalalud din Tabrizi  (d.1225 A.D.), also known as the Baees Hazari Trust (popularly known
as the Badi Dargah). It appears that these institutions were richly endowed by the rulers of the
Ilyas Shahi dynasty, the Mughals and also during the Nizamat period. The extensive property
enjoyed by the mutawallis of these dargahs continued till the 20th century. So much so, that during
the final settlement operations of the district, the settlement officer M.O. Carter in 1928 has reported
that the estate of the Baees Hazari Dargah was of  an area of 16 and a half sq. miles, or
approximately I lakh bighas of land. On the other hand, the estate of the Shash Hazari consisted
of 47 villages in pargana Bhansari. The translated version of the two farmans concerning with
these grants are reproduced as Appendix A and B. A close reading of the text of the farmans
makes it very clear that these extensive grants were confirmed and continued by the later authorities
(Mughal rulers and the Nazims of Bengal).

In the absence of the records from these institutions, any court proceedings of the litigations,
revenue records or other connected histories, it is difficult to trace the gradual decline of these
institutions and subsequent patronage for the education and other measures of welfare for the
society. The Buhar family acted as the mutawalli of the trust of the Baees Hazari was able to
establish a magnificent library which now survives as an important section of the National Library
of Calcutta. The family was also able to maintain a huge seminary in the form of Madrasa e
Jalalia, which counted luminaries like Mullah Abdul Ali Bahrul Uloom among its professors and
Maulana Shah Fakhrud din Dehlavi, the famous Chishti Sufi, among its pupils.

On the basis of the foregoing discussion, it is apparent that pre-colonial Bengal displayed the
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aspects of the intellectual life which could put its scholarship ‘at par’ with the scholarship of the
other parts of the Indian sub-continent. The pre-colonial state and society was quite liberal in
supporting such institutions, which were engaged in the transmission of knowledge and carrying out
the numerous activities, meeting the societal needs of the people. It will be interesting to look into
the details of the colonial policies, actual administrative measures and the rift within the families
and consequent litigations, all of which led to gradual irrelevance of their core activities. Needless
to say, their memory still survives in the popular imagination of the region. Even now, thousands pay
a visit to the annual celebrations at these dargahs. Now both these dargah complexes exist as the
symbols of the shared past and composite culture in the region. Perhaps, the only legacy from the
past!
                                                              Appendix A

Translation of the Imperial Farman confirming the pargana of Shash Hazari by Shah Shuja,
as a revenue-free property; reproduced from M O Carter’s Final Report on the Survey and
Settlement Operations in the District of Malda: 1928-1935:

Auspicious imperial command has been received to the effect that by virtue of imperial
command forty seven mauzas in pargana Bhansari and others in Sarkar Jinnatabad were granted
as Madad ma’ash of Sharfuddin, son of Nizamuddin, and for the expenses of the sacred
Rauza(shrine) of Makdum Hazrat Noor Qutbe Alam, and beggars and the indigent. Now, having
appointed Shaikh Kabir the Sajjada Nashin of the said pargagans as the Madad ma’ash of the
aforesaid person and the children of Shaikh Noor Qutbe Alam and for the expenses of the shrine
and the poor and indigent, from the beginning of the kharif season of the year taukoli, so that
having used the proceeds thereof as their means of livelihood along with the poor and indigent, they
should keep themselves employed in praying for the empire .It is required that the officials and
servants and jagirdars and karories, both present and future of the said Sarkar, should do their best
in perpetuating and maintaining this high command and should give up the said mauzas per schedule,
and shall in no circumstance and in no way alter and change the same.

They shall not interfere with the disputes, with records, to Zerat, orchards (illegible), kotwali,
hazari,Sadi, Chowdhurai, salami, Dihdari, Shuqqa dari, Sabdai, jalkar, Banker, all civil rights, ghats,
hats, Khash-kharid and Imperial (illegible). They should not demand a fresh sanad every year, and
if they(illegible) kept anything, they should not give credence to the same, and considering insistency
in this necessary and incumbent, they shall not act against and deviate from the command. Dated
the 25thShaban 1050 Hijri
                                                         Schedule

In respect of Madad ma’ash of Shaikh Kabir and the children of Shaikh Noor Qutbe Alam
and for the expense of the Rauza and the poor and indigent and according to the Memorandum,
dated Tuesday, the 29thJamad us Sani of the 23rd year of the auspicious reign in corresponding
with the 1058 Hijri through the mission of His Excellancy Mir Alaul Mulk and through the intelligence
of my humble self, Dhanotar Das, is to the effect that in respect of Shaikh Kabir the sajjadanashin
of the Astana of Makdum Hazrat Qutbe Alam, a command of his Imperial Highness Shah Shuja
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was received on the 21stJammad II of the 22nd year of the sacred reign corresponding to 23rd

(illegible) 1058 Hijri to the effect that in accordance with the imperial command forty seven
villages in the parganas of Bhansari and others in the Sarkar of Jinnatabad had been fixed as the
Madad ma’ash of Sharfuddin, son of Nizamuddin and for the expenses of the rauza and those of
the poor: that whereas we have bestowed the Sajjada Nasheen of the said Astana now upon
Shaikh Kabir, we have granted the Madad ma’ash of the said person and children of Qutbe Alam
and for the expenses of the rauza and the poor, from the beginning of the kharif season of the
Taukoil year, so that they may keep themselves engaged in praying for the victorious empire.
Memorandum written according to the attestation of the personage who received the mission
(Alaul Mulk)

Appendix B
Translation of the Imperial Farman by Emperor Shah Alam confirming the pargana of Baees

Hazari as a revenue free property for religious and charitable purposes; reproduced from M O
Carter’s Final Report on the Survey and Settlement Operations in the District of Malda
1928-1935:
The Farman of Emperor Shah Alam of Delhi, dated 5th Muharram of the 13th Year of his
reign

To the Mutsuddis of present and future important affairs, Chowdhuries, the qanungoes,
tenants, cultivators, and all the inhabitants, the general public of the waqf mahals in pargana
Baees Hazari take note. In obedience to the command of him who is the essence of the world, and
which is bright as the sun’s rays and who is exalted as the heavens, the Tauliat (trusteeship) of the
sacred shrine of Qutub  ul  Aqtab Hazrat Makdoom Syed Jalal Tabrezi (may his secrets be sacred)
together with the waqf mahals which from old times appertain to the sacred shrine aforesaid, is
granted to the shelter of nobility, high in respectability and dignity Syed Sharfuddin. The said gentleman
should, generation after generation and womb after womb, be the Mutawalli of the said Pandua
shrine, and shall possess and occupy and appropriate all the wakf mahals together with all the
jungles and rivers within the said pargana, and everything appertaining thereto . The high ministers,
the great nobles and officials, amils, mutassadis having charge of the civil affairs, dignitaries of the
political department and the present and future Karories should forever try to have this exalted
command carried into effect and leave to him and his descendants, the administration of the said
administration of the said pargana in tauliat forever and all times and considering him safe from
change and alteration, they should not offer any interference with him on account of any kind of
peshkash, such as subadari, foujdari, revenue, sair, expenses of the nature of kilas, mahasilana,
daroghona, shikar, begar, dah neme koka dammi sud doe and qanungoi and should consider
him absolutely free from all revenue and imperial demands and should not interfere there with.
They shall not demand a fresh sanad every year and should consider any other person his co
partner and co sharer and should consider him the fittest person and the permanent mutawalli of
the holy shrine and shall not slight the good advice he may for their good. The duties of the said
mutawalli are that he should spend the proceeds of the said wakf mahals in the performance of
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Urs anniversary ,the Illumination of the shrine and the repairs and building of the same and in giving
to students according to his own discretion and should keep himself engaged in praying for the
prosperity of this Government.

The said trustee is not competent to grant Istimrari or Mokarari or lease at a low jama to
any person anything appertaining to the said parganas. They should consider this very pre emptory
and act according to what is written above and should not act against this imperial command.

Dated the 5th Muharram in the 13thJulas year of the reign
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